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Hey,

I find myself attending fewer and fewer for-profit museums and commercially  
run art galleries. Not in protest but simply out of necessity. My own art  
practice is all consuming and multidisciplinary, broken up into distinct parts 
that are interdependently bound together via ethos and lifestyle. 

Currently there are three major ways I frequently interact with art. First is 
through direct observation within the intimacy of a studio visit. I’m very 
lucky that I’m surrounded by artists that have cultivated their own dedicated 
art spaces to make. Whether conceptual, performative, photographic,  
sculptural, painted, and so on, their practice, similarly to mine, takes over, 
with what appears as anti-social or isolating is always a deeply rewarding time 
spent. With strong committed ideas to work through and solve, the studio 
and the exploration that takes shape within its confines often adds value to 
the capital ‘a’ in Art. The thread that seemingly binds is blurred, the artist’s 
life and output are lived-in, and grow harmoniously and elucidate toward 
solutions. Secondly, conversations and discussions with artists outside of the 
studio are equally as impactful as close as observation to art on a proverbial 
wall. Much like our five senses working together to formulate a reading  
independently each sense is strong enough to develop and gather its own  
information separate from the remaining four. Thus, conversations and  
discussions with artists at a park, with micheladas, over dinner, strung  
together over texted communiques, shouted during bike rides, and etcetera 
all cohere to form a complete understanding absent of their visual byproduct; 
yet it’s these interactions that further my viewer-ship and adds to my 



knowledge gained regarding contemporary art and art historical applicability. 
The third method I use to see art is by curating shows within the walls of  
my own studio at SSSLA. My artistic output allows me to have a space that  
I then use to exhibit artists and show their works, too, to best illustrate  
what it is that I’m speculating currently as an artist-curator. With trust from 
one intensively thinking artist to another, most of the time it is easy for me  
to simply reach out and address my curatorial inquiries with direct studies  
towards the artists that I befriend and with whom I interact. Therefore  
curating a show is exceptionally special because one may also sense that they 
are privy to the building of intimate aesthetic knowledge.

     Love,
     Toast With Steam

Caitlin Adams

We are studio neighbors and when our  
schedules match up we have many  
conversations regarding our own art  
practice over coffee. Caitlin is a dancer/  
performance artist and our discussions 
have no trouble meeting in the middle 
regarding production even as our output 
is completely different from one another. 
Recently Caitlin has turned to making  
objects as a way to simply try something 
new and as a therapeutic method to her 
intense performative schedule. 



Alyss Estay

A new friend and studio neighbor, I immediately became inspired by her dedicated studio 
practice. Alyss is fast and doesn’t waste time. With printmaking, drawing, or painting her 
imagery is optical with hints towards earth and land in ways that affect the way I wish I 
could actually see in reality.



Lukas Geronimas

I met Lukas while he attended a previous show here at SSS. The fruitful conversation  
here lead to a studio visit as his spot in West Adams. Multi disciplined and rooted in 
drawing, the materials he uses are a node to his production in the studio. Sawdust becomes 
the means to draw. This resourceful method feeds into my own notions regarding how I 
archive my own objects to then pull from for later use. 



Nilay Lawson

As an Artist, curator, and designer I’m rooted in painting and drawing my day to day. My 
art practice is multidisciplinary, broken up into distinct parts that are bound together 
via my ethos and lifestyle. Currently living and working in Los Angeles I tie together my 
curatorial studies and art practice with this studio, SSS. 

Gabriel Martinez

I’ve known Gabriel for well over 15 years 
now. He was and continues to be part of 
my brain trust. Back in the day schooling 
me on Bourriaud and Debord while we 
both worked at a copy center churning  
out mindless architectural prints and  
booklets. Gabriel provided the intellectual 
grounding and a punk/diy ethic that had 
been practically absent from my life. Our 
graphic sensiblilites and humor naturally 
synced up. Forever subversive and sharp 
Gabriel continues to educate and remind 
me of the fundamentals of this game. Plus 
we’ve played music and rode bikes a ton :)



Esteban Schimpf

I was greeted with Esteban’s work at my buddy’s studio/gallery in Washington DC a  
couple of years before we ever met. Once I moved here to Los Angeles we touched base 
and met for beers. With lively intelligent conversations, his ideas on art making challenge 
me with the best interjections of hubris and humor. Wealthy in knowledge and playful in 
discussion Esteban has quickly become a peer that I turn to for advice. 



Molly Schulman

I met Molly at a party recently while we were 
the only two visual artists attending. We hit 
if off with notes on collective production and 
curating. Her studio is a factory to the inner 
workings of her mind. Not dictated by  
materiality she’s able to oscillate between 
kinetic sculptures, large format paintings, 
writing and drawing. Plus she’s got a cute lil 
pup that hangs around and loves being pet. 

Zach Storm

I’ve known Zach for many years now. We’ve shared studios, living spaces, and ideas  
towards a life lived and centered around art making. His recent pace over the last couple 
years has excelled to point of heightened production. Within weeks he bridges together 
works and images with his ever-growing use of new materials; keeping me excited. 



P.S. Conception yields a physical process and outcome. The studio becomes
that haven, a place for the habitual sorting and analyzing, an intersection 
where this assembly between cognition and production conjoin. Polished and  
provisional are always welcome because a frequent studio practice grantees  
a rewarding result; volume in effort obtains great works. It’s a numbers game 
really. These motives transition and blend while borrowing from each step 
along the way, gaining momentum and traveling from the mind into physical 
space towards a viewer. One feeds another prompting the next step. As spring  
turns into summer, SSS presents Beget, an amalgam of artists all focused  
intently and presenting works that are at their most fresco straight outta  
the studio.


